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Once these words came out, everyone on the scene was convinced.

It was indeed simple to call the police.

However, if their family members really had an accident, the police would not
provide any help,”

“For the future lives of these families, except that they could help them find out
the truth.

Many of them are old, weak, women and children who simply do not have the
ability to earn money,

And if they do not receive a pension, the family will immediately be in trouble.

For the sake of money and the future, they must be patient and wait.

……

At this moment.

The sea near Vancouver.

The Qiao family’s search speedboat finally made a discovery.

They found a dozen floating bodies and some yacht wreckage in the tumbling
waves.
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And among these bodies, there was Alan too.

When Alan was found because he was wearing a bulging life jacket,

So the entire lower half of his body was in the water, with his head and
shoulders exposed to the surface.

He gave the impression of being like a fishing fish float, in the seawater with
the waves constantly undulating,

Even if temporarily swept into the water by the waves, he would soon
resurface because of buoyancy.

When his body was salvaged on board, everyone was completely stunned by
the sight before them.

Alan’s death was tragic.

His yellow-dyed and textured perm haircut clung to his forehead, just above
the pair of glazed eyes.

Qiao’s men found that not only was Alan dead, but he had multiple gunshot
wounds all over his body.

Both legs and the middle of both legs had marks of being shot.

The Qiao family men who rescued him took off his life jacket,

Only to find that he had actually been shot in the heart as well.

It seems that he was killed by a shot to the heart and then thrown into the sea
by someone wearing a life jacket.
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At this time, one of the Qiao family men pointed at Alan’s forehead that was
blocked by his hair and said,

“Look guys …… the third young master’s forehead …… seems to have words
on it!”

“There are words?!” The man who salvaged Alan exclaimed, subconsciously
going to sweep away the bangs on his forehead.

This displayed for them the words and he was frightened with a shiver!

These big words are wheat Joseph left: the death of the conscience, deserve
to die!

The head of the rescue team was terrified when he saw this scene and after a
few moments of calming down,

He hurriedly picked up the satellite phone and called Jesse, who was still
anxiously waiting for news in Seattle.

Jesse has long given the order, any rescue team as long as they find clues,
must immediately report directly to him.

The phone was quickly connected, Jesse opened his mouth and asked: “Who
is it?

The person in charge said respectfully, “Hello, young master, I am Loren,”

“Responsible for the search and rescue of the third young master, I have
found ……”
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Jesse at the other end of the phone felt a slight beat, breathing at once
became rapid,

The tone of voice is also a bit agitated and he said: “What discovery, quickly
speak!”

Loren hesitated for a moment and spoke,

“We found the bodies of the third young master and some of the other crew
members twelve nautical miles east of the coordinate point ……”

Jesse on the other end of the phone suddenly stuttered in his heart!

Although he had vaguely guessed that Alan had met with an untimely death.

But hearing the exact news, it still gave him some difficulty to accept.

His whole body trembled uncontrollably, and his upper and lower teeth even
kept colliding because of the trembling, emitting a clucking sound.

A moment later, Jesse’s expression was incomparably gloomy as he gritted
his teeth and asked,

“Take a picture of him and send it to me!”
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